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We report on the influence of spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in Fe-based superconductors via application of
circularly polarized spin and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. We combine this technique in
representative members of both the Fe-pnictides (LiFeAs) and Fe-chalcogenides (FeSe) with tight-binding
calculations to establish an ubiquitous modification of the electronic structure in these materials imbued by
SOC. At low energy, the influence of SOC is found to be concentrated on the hole pockets, where the
largest superconducting gaps are typically found. This effect varies substantively with the kz dispersion,
and in FeSe we find SOC to be comparable to the energy scale of orbital order. These results contest
descriptions of superconductivity in these materials in terms of pure spin-singlet eigenstates, raising
questions regarding the possible pairing mechanisms and role of SOC therein.
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The electronic structure of iron-based superconductors
(FeSCs) is characterized by several shallow Fermi-surface
pockets which render the low-energy electronic structure
susceptible to small interactions such as orbital order and
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) [1–4]. However, due to the
relative success of nonrelativistic methods in capturing
much of the electronic structure and phenomenology of the
FeSCs, SOC has been largely neglected in the discussion of
these materials. Recent experimental observations contest
this simplification, as the breaking of spin-rotational
invariance measured via inelastic neutron scattering
(INS) [5–7], anisotropies in the superconducting gap
parameter [8,9], and topologically nontrivial surface states
[10–13], all suggest the importance of SOC in the physics
of these materials. This has been corroborated by obser-
vation of energy splittings in angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements on a variety of
FeSCs consistent with SOC [14–19]. Interpretation of these
splittings is however complicated by significant band- and
orbital-dependent renormalizations in ARPES on FeSCs, as
well as the remarkably similar influence of nematic or
orbital order on the dispersion near the Brillouin zone
centre [20].
To provide a more comprehensive perspective on how

SOC modifies the electronic structure of FeSCs throughout
the Brillouin zone, we report here on the application of
circularly polarized spin (CPS) ARPES to archetypal
compounds LiFeAs and FeSe, exploring the entanglement
of spin and orbital degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) for both in
plane and perpendicular momentum. CPS ARPES is an
ideal probe for SOC, combining the orbital selectivity of

circularly polarized light with spin detection to allow for
direct and independent access to the spin and orbital vectors
throughout the Brillouin zone, even in the absence of spin
or charge order [21–23]. Our principal result is the
observation of a strong entanglement of spin and orbital
vectors out of plane in the vicinity of the Brillouin zone
center, which evolves towards the standard nonrelativistic
description only for larger in-plane momentum. This strong
momentum dependence reveals the relevance of the precise
location of the chemical potential in determining the
importance of SOC, as the spin orbit entangled states
can be pushed away from EF with doping. Furthermore, by
studying FeSe in both the tetragonal and orthorhombic
phases, we observe persistent entanglement of orbital and
spin d.o.f. in the presence of nematicity.
FeSe crystals were grown via the vapor transport

technique [24] and LiFeAs by a self-flux method [25].
Samples were cleaved and measured in the nonsupercon-
ducting phase at 20 K at pressure of 10−10 mbar at the
APE-LE endstation at ELETTRA using a Scienta DA30
analyzer (resolution set to 20 meV) equipped with a very
low energy electron diffraction (VLEED)-based spin detec-
tor (resolution set to 65 meV) [26]. The electronic structure
calculations for LiFeAs are based on a 10 orbital tight-
binding model adapted from Refs. [27,28] to match the
experimental spectra [see Fig. 2(a)] and detailed in the
Supplemental Material [29].
Spin-orbit coupling leads to a significant departure of

the electronic eigenstates near the Fermi level from the
conventional description in terms of cubic harmonics.
At the Brillouin zone center, rather than adhering to the
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conventional dxz=yz description, orbitals mix such that the
orbital component is more readily described in terms of
spherical harmonics Y�1

2 . In Fig. 1 we plot the orbitally
projected eigenstates for LiFeAs and FeSe at several points
within the Brillouin zone near EF, alongside possible spin
orientations; entangled relativistic orbitals dominate the
low-energy electronic structure. Furthermore, the proximity
of the dxy orbital introduces LxSx and LySy terms, par-
ticularly affecting FeSe, as well as the upper state in
LiFeAs. This is a direct consequence of SOC within the
framework of a 2-Fe unit cell, as the 1-Fe unit cell has
no dxy state in this region of energy and momentum space.
By achieving an experimental measure of the entanglement
of spin and orbital d.o.f. in the FeSCs, we may establish
a deeper understanding of the electronic states from
which superconductivity and magnetism arise, and how
the influence of SOC may carry the balance of power
in establishing the low-energy phase diagram in these
materials.
Dipole selection rules associated with circularly

polarized light of different helicity will photoemit prefer-
entially from states of different ml projection. This allows
the polarization helicity to act as an orbital filter on the
photoemission process. A magnetized target in the VLEED
detector then filters the photoelectrons according to their
vectorial spin orientation [26]. Combining intensity maps
with different polarization and spin projections, we define
the spin-polarization asymmetry [21] as

Pi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

I↑−I
↓
þ

q

−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

I↑þI↓−
q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

I↑−I
↓
þ

q

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

I↑þI↓−
q ð1Þ

where I↑ð↓Þþð−Þ indicates the photocurrent intensity forCþ (C−)
light incident on the ↑ (↓) spin detector oriented along the
i ¼ x̂; ŷ; ẑ direction. The dipole selection rules above dictate
that I↑−I

↓
þ is a measure of states with orbital and spin aligned

parallel, and I↑þI↓−, those aligned antiparallel. Consequently,
CPS ARPES is the most direct measure of the effects of
SOC, with Pi offering an energy- and momentum-resolved
measure of the spin-orbit coupling polarization. In the
absence of SOC, C� would photoemit from the orbitally
equivalent Kramers’degenerate spin states indiscriminately,
resulting in a vanishing Pi. Measuring Pi throughout the
Brillouin zone and along different axes of spin projection,
we may study the impact of spin-orbit coupling throughout
the electronic structure of the FeSCs.
In connection to the experiment, we plot the evolution of

SOC in LiFeAs along the high-symmetry directions in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), emphasizing hLzSzi due to its asso-
ciation with the measured Pz. To achieve agreement
between the tight-binding (TB) model and the ARPES
dispersion, the atomic SOC of strength λSOC ¼ 18 meV has
been added to the Hamiltonian. The band dispersion
observed in ARPES is renormalized by a factor of ∼2.2
from that of density functional theory (DFT), and so this
SOC strength should be multiplied by the same factor to
compare with DFT calculations [1,4,32].
CPS ARPES was performed on LiFeAs, and for each

emission angle we computed Pz as in Eq. (1). The result
is plotted in Fig. 3(a), where a switch in the sign of Pz
near EF is resolved, reflective of the switch in sign of
hLzSzi between the two doublets of opposite hLzSzi from
Fig. 2(b). This observation establishes for the first time
an explicit correspondence between the splittings
observed in standard ARPES experiments with spin-orbit
coupling in these materials. Moving to larger kjj, the
switch in Pz moves with the dispersion to higher binding
energies, and at large kjj, the amplitude of Pz is also
markedly reduced, consistent with our prediction of a
concentration of the SOC effects near kjj ¼ 0.
The simulated CPS ARPES intensity across the entire

region of momenta and energy near the zone center allows

FIG. 1. Electronic structure with (black) and without (red) SOC
for (a) LiFeAs and (b) FeSe. Orbitally projected eigenstates
illustrate the substantial departure from cubic harmonics near the
zone center in both materials. The kz dispersion for FeSe, not
shown, is not markedly different from Γ. The color scale indicates
possible values of hSzi. The red curves are labeled by their
primary character—the dxy states play a critical role, as seen for
the upper state in LiFeAs, and for both dxz and dyz states in FeSe,
where the states can no longer be factorized into orbital and spin
sectors. We note that each state is twofold Kramers’ degenerate
with a net spin of zero: the degenerate state of the opposite spin is
not shown for clarity.

FIG. 2. (a) ARPES near normal emission for LiFeAs at
hν ¼ 26 eV, corresponding to 0.1ΓZ with the TB model overlain
in orange. (b) Tight-binding model for LiFeAs along the high-
symmetry direction. The color scale indicates the expectation
value of hLzSzi.
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for interpolation of Pz throughout this volume of the
Brillouin zone. In order to do this, simulated ARPES
spectra were generated based on the experimental configu-
ration (see the Supplemental Material [29]). The full
simulated Pz spectra is plotted in Fig. 3(b). As the
resolution and spin-incoherent background broaden and
reduce the amplitude of the experimental Pz (Figs. S3 and
S4 [29]), calculations facilitate comparison with hLzSzi.
We infer that spin and orbital d.o.f. in LiFeAs are coupled
primarily near the zone center where these bands approach
the Fermi level.
In addition to spin projection out of plane, we measured

spin along the ΓX direction and found a small negative in-
plane Px (Fig. S5 [29]), consistent with the hLzSzi in
Fig. S5(c) [29]. As suggested in the context of Fig. 1, this
requires hybridization with orbitals beyond dxz and dyz,
as SOC only introduces LzSz terms between these states.
This result should emphasize the importance of the full
L⃗ · S⃗ operator in theoretical studies, as the LzSz operator
alone is insufficient to capture the nature of these states.
Similar measurements (both in and out of plane) on the
electron pockets at M produced no observable spin orbital
polarization (Fig. S6 [29]), suggesting the effects of
SOC on the independence of L⃗ and S⃗ to be more relevant
to the hole pockets at the zone center. This has important
implications for spin and orbital fluctuation pairing
mechanisms which involve intra- and interband exchange
in these channels [2], which are evidently codependent
in regions of k-space relevant to superconductivity.
Specifically, SOC has been shown to suppress spin sus-
ceptibility for Q⃗ connecting the hole and electron pockets
in FeSCs, of particular relevance to the viability of spin-
fluctuation mediated superconductivity [33].
By tuning photon energy hν, we performed similar

measurements along the third dimension (kz) of the
Brillouin zone [34]. As anticipated from the dispersion

in Figs. 1(a) and 2(b), the outer hole pocket moves well
above EF towards Z. The spectrum is then dominated by
the inner band with orbital and spin angular momentum
aligned antiparallel, resulting in a strictly negative Pz
curve [Fig. 3(d)]. By varying the photon energy between
26 and 46 eV, we followed the evolution of Pz from Γ to Z
and on to the next Γ. The observed Pz not only completes
the momentum dependence of SOC effects on the hole
bands, but it also illustrates the sensitivity to the chemical
potential: as the upper hole pocket moves above EF,
the corresponding Fermi surface is increasingly free of
relativistic effects. In hole-doped FeSCs where hole band
maxima are entirely above EF, the SOC effects will be
suppressed. Similarly, in extremely electron-doped materi-
als such as monolayer FeSe [35], the hole pockets are
pushed below EF and the Fermi surface is defined in terms
of nonrelativistic electron pockets alone.
In contrast to LiFeAs, many of the FeSCs undergo a

nematic transition as temperature is reduced towards Tc.
This has motivated theoretical interest in the role of
nematicity in Fe-based superconductivity [36]. In the
nematic phase, we may ask if SOC is still of importance,
or if the system is dominated by the energy scales
associated with orbital ordering. In FeSe, there is a well-
known structural distortion from tetragonal to orthorhom-
bic around 90 K associated with the onset of orbital
ordering [24], providing the opportunity to explore SOC
in the presence of nematicity. From ARPES measurements
above Tortho ∼ 90 K, the outer-hole band forms a small
Fermi surface, whereas the inner band has its maxima at
30 meV below EF (Fig. 4). CPS ARPES confirms the
origin of this splitting to be spin-orbit coupling. The energy
scale of SOC is substantively larger than in LiFeAs,
suggestive of perhaps increased hybridization with Se over
As in the chalcogenide. It is instructive to note that while
CPS ARPES sacrifices resolution in contrast to modern

FIG. 3. (a) Measurement of out of plane spin polarization asymmetry at normal emission (orange), kjj ¼ −0.06 Å−1 (red), and
kjj ¼ −0.14 Å−1 (purple). The inset shows the Fermi surface for this region of k⃗, with symbols indicating the momenta for the three
curves. (b) The calculated map of Pz (red minimum, blue maximum) near normal emission; vertical lines correspond to curves in (a).
(c) Spin polarization asymmetry along ΓZ. Spin polarization asymmetry was measured at hν ¼ 26 (black), 31 (red), 36 (yellow),
41 (orange), and 46 (purple) eV, corresponding to kz ¼ 0.1Z, 0.5Z, 0.9Z, 0.7Z, and 0.35Z, respectively. Inset: ARPES at normal
emission as a function of photon energy—vertical lines indicate the photon energies (and kz values) for the spin measurements.
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ARPES [compare, e.g., EDCs in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d)], this
is done to achieve an exceptional sensitivity to the spin
orbit induced polarization asymmetry, as exemplified by
the sharp Pz curve in Fig. 4(b). Below Tortho, the dispersion
of the two bands separates by an additional 10–15 meV
along a range of momentum beyond kF, demonstrating that
SOC represents a larger energy scale than orbital order in
this region of the Brillouin zone. At low temperature, we
repeated momentum-dependent CPS ARPES measure-
ments as in LiFeAs, observing a similar evolution of the
polarization asymmetry near the zone center as in Fig. 3(a)
[see the Supplemental Material [29], Fig. S7(a)]. Near the
Brillouin zone corner however, ARPES reveals more
pronounced effects of orbital order [18,37,38], while
CPS ARPES recovers no substantive signatures of SOC
[Fig. S7(c) [29] ], illustrating the momentum-dependent
interplay of these interactions.
Through study of FeSe, we have demonstrated clearly

that the orbital and spin d.o.f. are coupled by relativistic
effects more strongly than in the pnictides, and in a way
which is not suppressed by the introduction of orbital order.
This helps to justify the unanticipated INS results below
Tortho in FeSe [5], as the CPS ARPES results demonstrate
that SOC remains relevant in the presence of orbital order

when dxz and dyz states are no longer degenerate in the
absence of SOC. More generally, we have shown here via
CPS ARPES that albeit modest, spin-orbit coupling in
FeSCs can result in a substantive modification of the
electronic states and dispersion near the Fermi level, and
it is therefore relevant to superconductivity and other
low-temperature phases. While many interactions influence
low-energy electronic dispersion, we have differentiated
the influence of SOC from other perturbations such as
orbital ordering. In the context of unconventional super-
conductivity, this further distinguishes the FeSCs from the
strongly correlated cuprates and, rather, is suggestive of
comparison with the relativistic superconducting ruthenates
[21]. The FeSCs, however, represent the possibility for
supporting high-temperature superconductivity in the pres-
ence of both correlations and relativistic effects.
Ultimately, the effect of SOC on FeSC phenomenology

is not single valued and varies between materials. Our
demonstration of the strong momentum dependence of
hL · Si, and the consequent restoration of a nonrelativistic
description away from the Brillouin zone center (ΓZ),
emphasize the likely material-dependent influence of SOC.
This point is manifest in, e.g., the qualitative diversity of
INS results [5]. Interestingly, the hole pockets where the
SOC effects are strongest are also associated in general
with the largest reported superconducting gaps [15]. As
SOC has been suggested to suppress spin-fluctuation-based
pairing [33], the sensitivity to the location of the chemical
potential and the dxy band shown here suggests doping
may act to mitigate the influence of relativistic effects,
stabilizing spin-fluctuation mediated pairing. The situation
is, however, not so straightforward as to label SOC as
deleterious to superconductivity: one further consequence
of SOC is the need to incorporate both spin-singlet and
-triplet terms in the pairing equations [39], which in certain
cases is necessary to stabilize attractive pairing in the
s-wave channel [40]. Despite the varied influence of SOC
on phenomenology, our results present a common origin of
relativistic effects in terms of the electronic structure; this
will need be considered in attempts to further understand
and manipulate the properties of FeSCs.
In conclusion, whether SOC is of more fundamental

importance to the superconducting pairing mechanism in
all FeSCs or rather has a more material-specific effect
remains to be determined. While discussions to date have
primarily disregarded triplet terms and emphasized either
orbital or spin-based fluctuation mechanisms supporting
some type of s-wave superconductivity, the results here
suggest that further consideration of the pairing mecha-
nisms put forth thus far and their possible interplay will be
needed for a more complete understanding of supercon-
ductivity in the Fe-pnictides and chalcogenides.
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(b) VLEED energy distribution curves (EDCs) for IP (purple)
and IA (red), as defined above, measured near k ¼ 0 Å. The grey
curve is the computed spin polarization asymmetry [Pz of Eq. (1)]
for these EDCs. (c) Energy splitting between hole bands for the
shaded region in (a) above (orange) and below (blue) the
orthorhombic transition. (d) EDCs at kF above (orange) and
below (blue) the orthorhombic transition temperature. Arrows
illustrate the spread in peak positions across the transition.
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